Abstract-Privacy Shielding against Mass Surveillance (PSMS) provides a step by step tactical approach to protecting the privacy of all the users of the internet from mass surveillance programs by the governments and other state agencies. Protection of one's privacy is of prime importance and Privacy Shielding provides the right means against mass surveillance programs and from malicious users trying to gain access to your systems. Although protection is difficult when massive government agencies like the NSA and GCHQ target internet users for surveillance, it is possible because the target is not 'you' as an individual but the entire mass as a whole. With the right approach and a broad perspective of the term 'Privacy', it is possible for one to freely access and share information over the internet without being victims of surveillance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surveillance and censorship has become the most pressing concern to a citizen's privacy and this calls for wide spread awareness among the users of the internet [1] . With over 360,985,492 internet users world-wide out of a population of 7,017,846,922 [2] and the recent advancements in the Internet of Things, the issue of privacy cannot be neglected any longer. The Internet of Things, IoT for short is the ideal that every object in your life is web-connected and communicating with each other. This home network can include items as mundane as a coffee mug, smart appliances such as a washing machine, heating and lighting controls, or even sensors attached to your children and pets [3] . About 50 billion machines and devices could be linked by 2020, according to Cisco Systems, a leader in the IoT movement. Such smart devices are already being used, for example, to check soil moisture in vineyards, control the carbon emission of factories, alert drivers to traffic jams, and monitor patients' blood pressure-all without human intervention [4] . In view of the revelations of mass surveillance operations being carried out by various governments in the world, it bestows a sense of responsibility among us to work towards some serious reforms in our policies. Meanwhile, the only order of the day would be by following Privacy Shielding Techniques that are mentioned in this PSMS. A step-by-step approach is followed to achieve anonymity at all levels of interaction with the internet.
II. PRIVACY SHIELDING METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The process involves protecting confidential information of the users at four broad levels:
 Shielding offline data: This involves protection of the data that was stored on the computer system while accessing the internet and which is now saved for offline references. Such data are accessible without the internet and can also refer to the data that was never online.  Shielding data transmissions: This involves protection of all the data that is being shared over the network with another party across the internet. It includes all communication mediums and transmission formats that occur between two users on the internet.  Shielding data stored by third party applications: Third parties like certain software, websites, ISPs 1 etcetera collect sensitive information about the user and analyses certain patterns in one's usage. This data is stored and used as and how the application provider pleases, to improve the quality of the service. Also, there exists the data that the user chooses to agree for the application to store, such as voicemails or emails. This level deals with shielding against such consequences.  Shielding browsing data: The browsing history and the search queries are stored by search engine providers in order to improve their algorithms and to reduce the time taken to fetch our search results with maximum accuracy. Such browsing data, can be confidential and if revealed would lead to a privacy breach. This level involves shielding against such surveillance.
All the above mentioned levels of interaction with the internet are readily exploited by government agencies with their limitless infrastructure and political might. A systematic approach to each level is hence followed as part of the Privacy Shielding methodology to thwart any attempts of breaching one's privacy.
III. PRIVACY SHIELDING IMPLEMENTATION
A. SHIELDING Page 67 1) Using the TOR to connect to the internet: TOR [6] , previously an acronym for The Onion Router 3 is free software for enabling online anonymity and censorship resistance. Tor directs Internet traffic through a free, worldwide, volunteer network consisting of more than five thousand relays to conceal a user's location or usage from anyone conducting network surveillance or traffic analysis. Using TOR makes it more difficult to trace Internet activity, including "visits to Web sites, online posts, instant messages, and other communication forms", back to the user and is intended to protect the personal privacy of users, as well as their freedom and ability to conduct confidential business by keeping their internet activities from being monitored. The above is an illustration of the privacy scenario with respect to various actors in a network when the transmissions are carried out without the use of TOR and http secure mode. Apart from TOR, many other separate forms of privacy shielding techniques can be incorporated during all data transmissions from the host system to the network. This can be used along with tor browsing to provide an added layer of security.
2) Protection for Connections to Web Sites: Use 'HTTPS Everywhere': By using an add-on to enforce https for Chrome or Firefox, one can maximise the amount of web data you protect by forcing websites to encrypt webpages whenever possible. HTTPS encrypts pages, and attempts to ensure three things: (1) that third parties cannot see the contents of the page; (2) that the page cannot be modified by third parties; (3) that the page was really sent by the web server listed in the URL bar [7] .
3) Use encrypted mail like Hush mail: Hush mail uses industry standard algorithms as specified by the Open PGP Standard 4 (RFC 2440) to ensure the security, privacy and authenticity of your email. We also protect all webmail traffic with HTTPS. With Hush mail, all you need to remember is your passphrase. Hush mail takes care of everything else in the background. This seamless and transparent encryption process makes Hush mail one of the most user-friendly secure email solutions available [8].
4 Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a data encryption and decryption computer program that provides cryptographic privacy and authentication for data communication. PGP is often used for signing, encrypting, and decrypting texts, emails, files, and directories to increase the security of e-mail communications.
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Page 68 4) Use encrypted instant messaging (Off the Record): Offthe-Record (OTR) is a layer of encryption that can be added to any existing instant message chat system, provided that you can connect to that chat system using a chat client that supports OTR. With OTR it is possible to have secure, end-to-end encrypted conversations over services like Google Talk and Facebook chat without Google or Facebook ever having access to the contents of the conversations. Note: this is different than the "off-therecord" option in Google, which is NOT secure. Also, while Google and Facebook's HTTPS connection is very valuable for protection against your message while it's in transit, they still have the keys to your conversations so they can hand them over to authorities [9] . Some other instant messaging applications with high grade encryption that are also easy to use are:  Chat Crypt -for websites and browser instant messaging  Chat Secure (previously known as Gibber bot)-for android phones  Crypto Cat Link: http://www.chatcrypt.com/ Link: https://guardianproject.info/apps/chatsecure/ Link: https://crypto.cat/ 5) Use encrypted VoIP communications: To prevent tapping and snooping on your phone calls by organizations, it is suggested to use encryption for VoIP as well. One open source secure application to achieve this is Silent Phone [9] . Link: https://silentcircle.com/web/silent-phone/ 6) Use encrypted phone calls: Encryption can also be provided for phone calls over the network provider when a common application is being used by both the communicating parties. One such application is Red Phone. This application easily blends in with the native phone calling application to provide the same calling experience with encrypted communication. Link: https://whispersystems.org/ 7) Emphasize for Host-Proof Hosting: This refers to the service where the privacy of the client cannot even be breached by the host. This can be achieved in two ways: (1)Encrypting all the files using the file encryption methods described in the A1)Secure File encryptions section before uploading to the cloud server, and by (2) Using services that already provide Host-Proof Hosting to the clients. Such services are:
 Spider Oak  Tar Snap  Wuala Link: https://spideroak.com/ Link: https://www.tarsnap.com/ Link: https://www.wuala.com/
C. SHIELDING DATA STORED BY THIRD PARTY APPLICATIONS
Many third party applications we use today like Mail Providers, Internet Service Providers, Search Providers, Cloud Service Providers etcetera collect all sorts of information about us. The information can include:
 Name  Address  The length of time we have used that phone or Internet company  Phone records including telephone number  Records identifying all the phone numbers we have called or have called us, and the time and length of each call  Internet records like the times we have signed on and off of the service, the length of each session, and the IP address that the ISP has assigned for each session  Information on how we pay your bill, including any credit card or bank account number  Location history with timeframes linking one's location in each timeframe to a map  Transaction history of online purchases  A comprehensive profile of us with respect to our interests based on searches and some keywords in the mail to provide personalized ads. This is called targeted marketing
There are ways to shield oneself from such sorts of surveillance by third parties and this requires a broader perspective of privacy along with the use of the privacy shielding techniques discussed in the previous sections.
Firstly, it is important for one to closely weigh certain factors before posting any information on the internet that could connect directly to oneself. Also we must be aware that not many third parties exist that has the legal immunity to resist any legal requests by the government or any court. So we must realize, if some third party has information collected about us at any point of time, it is accessible by the governments or legal organizations that are pursuing mass surveillance programs. Keeping in mind these realities, here are some factors we need to consider for shielding our privacy:
Before posting anything on the internet via the various platforms such as: You'll find an audience selector tool most places you share status updates, photos and other stuff. Just click the tool and select who you want to share something with.
5 Internet Relay Chat Choose which of your Profile tabs are visible When viewing a profile, tabs are located at the top of the page. The "About" tab and "Posts" tab will always appear to anyone who visits the profile page. You may have other tabs on your profile like "Photos," "Videos," "+1" and "Reviews". You can use your settings to select which tabs are visible to people.
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Google+ settings [11]
 Place your cursor in the top left corner for the Google+ main menu and click Settings.  In the Profile section, check or uncheck the tabs you'd like people to be able to see.
 Verify the settings of any such other platforms which is used such as blogs and forums and customize to improve privacy.  Shield location privacy-Many third party applications store your location by means of your IP address. Google, for instance, logs your entire location history against each time frame of the day from the devices you use. Google location history can be checked from the link: https://maps.google.com/locationhistory Above is the censored version of a google location result for a google user. Access to this information from google to any vested interest can prove to be very dangerous for the victim and is a serious breach of privacy.
Change the google privacy settings to stop google from collecting any location information about you. This can be done from any device.
 Go to Google Settings  Click on Location  Un-tick Access Location  Change Location Reporting to OFF  Change Location History to OFF Fig. 7 Google Location Settings for a device Also change the settings from your Google+ profile to prevent it from collecting location data. For shielding location privacy, google is not the only source. It is advised to carefully read the 'App Permissions' section for a better picture before using any application for any device  Speaking of shielding privacy from third party applications, it is also possible that some parts of our digital identity can be stealthily shared to the internet by the operating system we use. information to the Microsoft servers on a timely basis which in turn can also have some information of the user. This begs the need for even a more secure Operating System for paranoid users to protect one's identity and remain anonymous. The Amnesic Incognito Live System or Tails [12] is designed just to achieve that. Tails is a security-focused Debianbased Linux distribution aimed at preserving privacy and anonymity It is the next iteration of development on the previous Gentoo-based Incognito Linux distribution. All its outgoing connections are forced to go through TOR and direct (non-anonymous) connections are blocked. The system is designed to be booted as a live DVD or live USB, and will leave no trace (digital footprint) on the machine unless explicitly told to do so.
D. SHIELDING BROWSING DATA
This level deals mainly with shielding search privacy and the information that can be obtained from browsing the internet.
Shielding search privacy requires the following steps:
 Use anonymous search engines like Duck Duck Go search. Link: https://duckduckgo.com/  Do not search for any personal information like one's own name, email id, address etcetera.  Set search settings to not store any search information in the browser.  Do not allow browser to store cookies by changing the settings in the browser. It is advised to use Mozilla Firefox for such settings as it is open source and is less likely to have backdoors in the source code to support any surveillance programs:
 From the "Edit" menu, select "Preferences"  Click on "Privacy"  Select the "Cookies" tab  Set "Keep Cookies" to "until I close Firefox"  Click on "Exceptions," type in the domains of all of your search sites, and choose "Block" for all of them  Do not log in to the browser or the search engine.  Do not use the search engine provided by the ISP.  Also change browser settings to suit privacy and security needs. Again, Mozilla Firefox is advised:  In Mozilla Firefox, click on the Firefox tab on the top left.  In the drop down menu, click Options.  Under the Privacy tab, check on the "Tell sites I do not want to be tracked" option and check on "Clear history when Firefox closes" option.  Under the Security tab, check on "block reported attack sites" and "block report web forgeries" options.
IV. CONCLUSIONS This paper, 'Privacy Shielding against Mass Surveillance' is a humble attempt in providing comprehensive guidelines for internet users to protect one's identity while browsing freely. Although maximum effort has been put in to provide with the most effective strategies supporting the objective, this is not a fool proof guide to complete privacy. With change in time, technology, privacy laws and circumstances change. It is important for one to be constantly updated on the latest advancements and to make a conscious effort to keep up with the technology and attempt to maintain privacy. As mentioned earlier, Internet of Things will be the next big thing and this presses the need for self-awareness in the field of information security. All the techniques mentioned in this paper will serve as a foundation stone for a long journey in shielding privacy as technology progresses forward. Privacy is a virtue and with current surveillance trends, shielding privacy better be a way a life!
